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Forward looking statements
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This presentation may be deemed to include forward-looking statements, such as statements that 

relate to Marine Harvest’s contracted volumes, goals and strategies, including strategic focus areas, 

salmon prices, ability to increase or vary harvest volume, production capacity, expectations of the 

capacity of our fish feed plants, trends in the seafood industry, including industry supply outlook, 

exchange rate and interest rate hedging policies and fluctuations, dividend policy and guidance, asset 

base investments, capital expenditures and net working capital guidance, NIBD target, cash flow 

guidance and financing update, guidance on financial commitments and cost of debt and various other 

matters concerning Marine Harvest's business and results. These statements speak of Marine 

Harvest’s plans, goals, targets, strategies, beliefs, and expectations, and refer to estimates or use 

similar terms. Actual results could differ materially from those indicated by these statements because 

the realization of those results is subject to many risks and uncertainties.

Marine Harvest disclaims any continuing accuracy of the information provided in this presentation after 

today.



A glance at history
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History
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- Lack of funding

- Anti-dumping

- Low political stability

- Cry for growth



Biological disasters
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2018: A big step forward

7 Source: Kontali Analyse
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Growth 2004-2012: 128%

CAGR: 11%

Growth 2012-2017: 94%

CAGR: 14%
- Tremendous development

- Rio+20

- Consolidation

- More strict regulations

- Cost increase mainly 

driven by sea lice

- Part of the industry is 

again demanding growth 

in production



Foundation for sustainable growth
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- We must eliminate the sea lice 

challenge

- The sea lice level should regulate 

growth or reduction

- Reduce escapes

- Sustainable feed

- The Governments around the world 

should encourage ASC-certifications

One portion (140 grams) of Marine Harvest salmon



Market development
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- Product innovation

- New channels

- New brands

- Salmon the main engine in seafood sales



Responsible, Reliable and Transparent
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- Parts of our industry are still quite 

immature

- We all have to face our impact on 

environment and surroundings

- Our attitude on sea lice have to be 

indisputable



The key factors for future growth
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Environmental sustainability is the key to 

future employment and profit, which 

demands:

- Long term thinking

- Predictable regulatory framework

- Strict regulations 

- Fair and frequent audits and controls

- A development driven by R&D



The key factors for future growth
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- 100% ASC 

- Sea lice solved

- Fewer players

- Seafood vital for climate friendly food

- Your doctor’s standard question



Development licenses in Norway: 5 concept applications
The “Egg” approved (6 licenses) and the “Donut” approved (1.4 licenses)
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Future production systems in salmon farming
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Land-based

Expansions of existing

and building of new

landbased facilities to 

shorten production cycle

in sea

Cloed tank in sea

The Neptune tank is a 

21 000 m3 floating

tank with water being

pumped in from 30m 

depth to prevent sea

lice and stabilizing

tenperature

Closed production in sea

We are currently developing different 

systems for closed production in sea. The 

Egg (A) is 44 meters high and 33 meters 

wide, and 90% of the structure will be 

underwater. The Marine Donut (B) is 3 000 

m3 with high circulation. Salmon farming in 

rebuilt bulkships (C) with 70 000 m3 fish 

tank volume, is constructed for more open 

waters.



Future production systems in salmon farming
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Open net-pen 

production

Today most fish are

produced in 30 000 

m3 enclosed net pens 

in both sheltered and 

somewhat open

environments.

Open sea production

The Beck-cage is a robust 

open net cage for open

waters, that can be 

submersed from storms and 

to prevent from sea lice, which

mainly are on the top sea

layer.



Thank You!


